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mij-nietjes-laan 
8400 Mariakerke

Rosa Barba

Pillage of the Sea

Since time immemorial, ´cairns´ have graced

our landscape. They crop up as piled-up stones;

small towers as handy anchor points for lost

hikers. They have a spiritual significance in

various cultures. Above all in Japan they are

seen as ceremonial or sacred places for

reflection. Standing before the balancing

stones, the individual acknowledges being at

the mercy of nature and quietly whispers his

wishes to it. In Ostend Rosa Barba has

anchored such an outsized cairn. She imitates

the stones by casting concrete in textile: a

technique that promises flexibility for the

architects and designers of tomorrow. The

textile makes one think of the form of

sandbags, with which Barba creates a type of

imaginary barrier against the future rise in the

sea level.

Each stone symbolises a city whose fate is

threatened by climate change. Buenos Aires,

Bangkok, Rio de Janeiro, Miami, Jakarta en

Chennai are represented by a stone whose size

corresponds to the number of people who live

there. The position of each city in the tower

reflects the actual altitude of the place, and

shows the relation to the steadily rising sea

level. For example, Amsterdam already lies two

metres below the current sea level. The title

references the poetess Emily Dickinson. The

sight of the sea struck her dumb, literally

robbing her of her words. At the same time it

calls up an impossible image of a plundering of

the sea, which belongs to no one.

Over the years Pillage of the Sea will gradually

be submerged by the water. The sculpture

forms a visual yardstick for climate change,

while the ebb and flow of the tides determine

how much of the artwork is visible at any

given moment. With this work Rosa Barba

reminds us to acknowledge our vulnerability

and to revere nature.

T H I S  W O R K  O F  A R T  W A S  C R E A T E D  T H A N K S  T O  T H E  S U P P O R T  O F   A N D  .

Rosa
Barba

IT, °1972

Rosa Barba builds up her oeuvre on the basis of installations, sculpture, text, sound

recordings, projections and films. A recurrent theme in her work is cinema, which she

approaches in a sculptural way. Exhibitions (selection): 2021 The Tanks at Tate Modern,

London (solo); Neue Nationalgalerie, Berlin; ; 2018 Kunsthalle Bremen (solo); 2016 Schirn

Kunsthalle, Frankfurt (solo); 2015 Venice Biennial ; 2014 Berlin Biennale. She won the

Calder Prize in 2020. 
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Sara Cirillo: “In conversation with Rosa Barba”, Juliet Art Magazine, September, 2020
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UN’ARTISTA ITALIANA ALLA TATE MODERN

MEMORIE DAL SOTTOSUOLO   
Che cosa si dicono le opere (e i loro autori) conservate nei depositi dei musei? Rosa Barba, in tre film girati a Berlino, 

a Roma e a Londra, ha captato le possibili conversazioni transepocali che si svolgono lontano da occhi indiscreti 

In un periodo in cui la pandemia da 
Covid-19 impone un ritorno a una 
dimensione più introspettiva e il ricorso 

a diverse modalità di fruizione delle opere 
d’arte, e insieme la sospensione degli aspetti 
spettacolari legati all’«evento» espositivo, 
assume particolare attualità la trilogia «The 
Hidden Conference» (2010-15) dell’artista Rosa 
Barba, nata ad Agrigento nel 1972 e cresciuta 
in Germania. Composta da tre film girati 
nei magazzini della Neue Nationalgalerie di 
Berlino, dei Musei Capitolini di Roma e del 
museo londinese, l’opera è stata acquisita dalla 
Tate Modern di Londra, che l’avrebbe esposta 
dal 20 aprile a febbraio 2021 se non fosse stata 
decisa la temporanea chiusura del museo (per 
ora sino al primo maggio, ma tutto dipenderà 
dell’andamento dell’emergenza sanitaria). 
Partiamo dal titolo: «The Hidden 
Conference». A che cosa si riferisce?  
L’opera esplora i depositi dei musei. Il titolo si 
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Qui accanto,  
Rosa Barba ritratta  
da Jérôme Schlomoff.  
In alto a destra,  
uno still dal film  
«The Hidden Conference: 
About the Discontinuous 
History of Things We See 
and Don’t See» (2010).  
In basso, una veduta  
di «Spaces for 
Species (and Pieces)» 
all’Albertinum  
di Dresda nel 2015

ovvero la questione legata alla conservazione, sia 
la nozione di temporalità che è contenuta negli stati 
pre e post espositivi, e che sfugge alla percezione 
«scientifica», più lineare.  
L’archivio è un tema caro all’arte 
contemporanea. Che significato ha per lei?
Nei miei film l’archivio è inteso come la 
continuazione del pensiero che riunifica le fonti: 
queste possono essere documenti, rumori, narrazioni 
mai trascritte, oppure le iscrizioni che lasciamo 
nel paesaggio. Nel passato ho trattato il tema 
dell’archivio da prospettive completamente diverse, 
ad esempio in «Western Round Table» (2007), che si 
riferisce al simposio tenutosi a San Francisco nel ‘49 
per individuare le questioni fondamentali della scena 
artistica dell’epoca. Tra i partecipanti c’erano celebri 
critici, artisti, compositori: tutti uomini.
I film mostrano opere catalogate e 
immagazzinate. Le ha intese come 
una sorta di «paesaggio», oppure ha 
mantenuto l’attenzione sulla singolarità 
degli oggetti ripresi? 

riferisce alle conversazioni immaginarie tra le opere 
e i loro autori, spesso non contemporanei tra loro, 
ma i cui lavori continuano a dialogare in questi 
luoghi invisibili attraverso le epoche. È anche una 
riflessione sull’ossessione occidentale di preservare a 
tutti i costi ogni manifestazione culturale. L’idea che 
le opere possano comunicare tra di loro nonostante 
la distanza temporale tra gli artisti è un tema che 
mi ha molto ispirata durante la preparazione della 
mostra «A Curated Conference» al Museo Reina 
Sofía di Madrid nel 2010, quando «invitai» alcune 
opere in magazzino a salire nelle sale del museo e 
a prendere parte a una conferenza. Un incontro tra 
opere, ognuna con un linguaggio specifico.
Nei film si intravedono scaffali, casse e 
altri materiali da imballaggio. La sua è 
più una curiosità scientifica oppure una 
sorta di malinconia dello stato pre e post 
espositivo dell’opera? 
Cerco di unire i due approcci in un’unica prospettiva 
che includa sia l’aspetto cosiddetto «scientifico», 

Li vedo come una molteplicità di voci che si 
organizzano in un’orchestra, come un paesaggio.
Il sonoro occupa un ruolo importante 
nel suo lavoro. Quale ha scelto per «The 
Hidden Conference» e perché? 
Il suono proviene da diverse fonti. Nel primo film 
si tratta del rumore urbano attorno alla Neue 
Nationalgalerie, reso come se provenisse da un 
ambiente più intimo. In «A Fractured Play» si 
sentono frammenti di narrazioni tratte da film, e 
in «About the Shelf and Mantel» conversazioni 
tra artisti, spesso non rappresentati in collezioni 
museali, perlomeno al momento della realizzazione 
del film. Composta da Jan St. Werner (musicista 
contemporaneo, Ndr) la colonna sonora aggiunge 
un ulteriore strato narrativo.
Quali sono i suoi prossimi progetti? 
Sto lavorando a un film più lungo e a un auditorio 
che sarà realizzato nella «Linea Verde» di Cipro, la 
zona raggiungibile da entrambi i lati della frontiera 
(turco e greco-cipriota, Ndr). 
q Bianca Bozzeda
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“Rosa Barba”, the light observer, January 2020
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Robert Enright: “Tracing meaning from Scratch, An inteview with Rosa Barba”, Bordercrossings
Issue 149, March 2019











Veronica Santi: “Rosa Barba Vistamarestudio”, Artforum, December 2018



Barbara Casavecchia “Around Town: Milan, Italy”, Frieze, November 2018



Rosa Barba, Rosa Barba “Pensiero Spaziolungo” at Vistamarestudio, Milan, Mousse Magazine, october 
2018
http://moussemagazine.it/rosa-barba-pensiero-spaziolungo-vistamarestudio-milan/



Le distanze cinematografiche di Rosa Barba

A Milano, una nuova scultura cinetica in 35mm introduce una mostra
personale che accorpa densità astronomiche e consistenze filmiche.

V I E W  A R T I C L E  D E TA I L S

A U T H O R :  Ginevra Bria (/it/authors/b/bria-ginevra.html) P H O T O G R A P H Y :  Filippo Armellin P U B L I S H E D :  20 settembre 2018

RicercaMenu it

(/)

Ginevra Bria “Le distanze cinematografiche di Rosa Barba”, Domus, 20th September 2018

https://www.domusweb.it/it/arte/2018/09/15/le-distanze-cinematografiche-di-rosa-barba.html



Oltre un anno fa, a Milano, Pirelli Hangar Bicocca ha presentato una ricognizione monografica di Rosa

Barba dal titolo Source to Poem to Rhythm to Reader e curata da Roberta Tenconi. Un progetto che riuniva

quattordici lavori realizzati dal 2009, includendo film in pellicola 35mm e 16mm, sculture cinetiche e

interventi site spcific nello spazio dello Shed. 

Il 4 settembre, l’artista di stanza a Berlino, a pochi giorni dall’inaugurazione della mostra più estesa mai

dedicatale da un museo in Canada (Remai Modern, Send Me Sky, 28 settembre 2018) installa Pensiero

Spaziolungo, prima personale nella neo-nata galleria Vistamarestudio. Lo spazio è stato inaugurato a

marzo, con un percorso dell’americano Tom Friedman. Il programma della galleria è focalizzato su progetti

concepiti specificatamente da artisti italiani e internazionali, intra-generazionali, con l’intenzione di sfidare

e indagare il visitatore.

Viste della mostra Rosa Barba. Pensiero Spaziolungo, Vistamarestudio, Milano, settembre 2018

Pensiero Spaziolungo, l’ultima mostra personale di Rosa Barba in uno spazio privato in Italia, introduce una

scultura filmica realizzata nel 2018, in aggiunta ad una selezione di lavori composti nei masi passati; una

prosecuzione, da parte dell’artista, dell’esplorazione del linguaggio in pellicola come materia linguistica. Per

l’occasione, le stanze della galleria sono state quasi del tutto oscurate mentre spesso il silenzio deli

ambienti è interrotto da differenti, sincopate colonne sonore. Il titolo dell’intera mostra cita quello di

un’installazione luminosa, posta sul pavimento, per l'appunto Pensiero Spaziolungo. Il lavoro, come parte di

una serie più ampia di intricati tubi al neon, creati e allestiti per la prima volta negli spazi settecenteschi del

giardino di Villa Medici a Roma, e si dispiega come significante di un verso poetico. Le due parole devono

essere letto a partire dal basso, dal pavimento, completando l’immagine della luce che ne proviene e

lasciando filtrare, come una sorta di attrattore, materiali visuali circostanti, emessi da diverse fonti.

Galleria



Rosa Barba, Near the Small Magellanic Cloud, 2018, testo intagliato su feltro, Vistamarestudio,

settembre 2018

Quasi frontalmente è stata posizionata, Drawn by Pulse, una scultura cinetica muta in 35mm, girata presso

l’Harvard Astronomical Observatory; un lavoro che porta con sé la scoperta ri-narrata delle Cefeidi,

assieme allo sfarfallio tremolante delle stelle, osservate dalla astronoma americana Henrietta S. Leavitt;

scienziata che ha lavorato presso l’Harvard College Observatory come Harvard human computer.In questo

lavoro Rosa Barba ritrae le stelle quali proiettori di pellicole, incorporando remotamente lo sguardo da

regista di Henrietta S. Leavitt, dato che, grazie alla sua scoperta, l’universo cominciò ad apparire

estremamente più vasto rispetto a come era mai stato immaginato in precedenza. Quasi fosse una sorta di

conseguenza di questo lavoro, l’artista entra in contatto ancora una volta con l’immaginario derivante

dall’esperienza delle proprie ricerche dirette, documentali su un determinato paesaggio e sui limiti della sua

percezione, che scende a patti con dati pragmatici come quantificazione e calcolo del colore o scale di

brillantezza delle stelle; resi possibili grazie anche al potente telescopio di Harvard al quale l’artista ha

avuto accesso.

Leggi anche: Triennale di Milano: l’artista sudcoreana Haegue Yang introduce la sua

prima personale in una istituzione italiana. (/it/arte/2018/09/11/haegue-yang-ombre-

senza-pi-parole-.html)

Fra tracce performative decodificate (Language Infinity Sphere); un frammento di testo scritto a mano ed

esposto su pellicola 70mm (Footnote (…being able to perceive it…) e un manifesto stampato sul feltro (Near

the Small Magellanic Cloud) il centro della mostra resta il concetto di evocazione riproduttiva di

un’esperienza legata ad una data realtà, attraverso i significati delle descrizioni cinematografiche e delle

simulazioni astronomiche. Nell’ultima stanza, il percorso espositivo giunge al termine attraverso un film su

pellicola 16mm, girato a Rotterdam e ispirato alla storia dell’astronomo Keplero. In questa sala una

composizione musicale di Jan St. Werner armonizza, o meglio, cattura geografie surreali, sci-fi e alterate

temporalmente, ispirandosi alla vita di un uomo che ha immaginato come descrivere un pianeta, coprendo

distanze semplicemente impensabili da raggiungere.



Rosa Barba, Pensiero Spaziolungo, CURA, September 2018









Rosa Barba Affinità Cosmiche, The Good Life, November 2018
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Erika Balsom, “Historical Projections”, Artforum, September 2017
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HISTORICAL  
PROJECTIONS
 ERIKA BALSOM ON THE ART OF ROSA BARBA

LAST YEAR, sales of vinyl records reached a twenty-
five-year high—up 53 percent from 2015—and sales 
of e-books fell for the second year running, with their 
print counterparts gaining in popularity. Startling as 
these developments may seem, neither should come 
as a surprise to those who have watched obsolete 
technologies make their way into the gallery in recent 
years. In the midst of the second machine age—an era 
of relentless digitization and automation—we have 
become obsessed with reasserting the value of tactile 
encounters that stand obstinately outside networks of 
electronic circulation. We search for auratic, “authen-
tic” experiences marked by historicity and provenance, 
able to supply an organic warmth missing from the 
cold inhumanity of the digital and inject a charge of 
contingency into the monotonous regularity of ones 
and zeroes. 

Take the proliferation of photochemical film in 
contemporary art, the most significant aspect of a 
more widespread engagement with superannuated 
technologies. Artists such as Matthew Buckingham, 

Sandra Gibson and Luis Recoder, Ben Rivers, and, 
most famously, Tacita Dean have developed practices 
that depend and reflect on the physical specificity of the 
medium at the very moment of its technological eclipse. 
These otherwise diverse practices are united by their 
efforts to reimagine film as artisanal, emphasizing craft 
and rejecting divisions of labor. Buckingham looks 
back at the earliest years of cinema, prior to its indus-
trialization, and to the first moments of amateur 
moviemaking; Gibson and Recoder’s projection 
works transform film into a performing art animated 
by human presence; Rivers hand-processes film stock 
in his kitchen and imagines ways of living off the grid; 
and Dean gravitates to fragile subjects linked to fini-
tude and ephemerality, characteristics she also imparts 
to the medium itself. 

The Sicily-born, Berlin-based artist Rosa Barba is 
often mentioned in the same breath as these figures; 
like them, she is known for an engagement with filmic 
materiality in which obsolescence is never far out of 
the frame. And yet the artisanal is conspicuously 

Rosa Barba, Boundaries of 
Consumption, 2012, 16-mm  
film, modified projector, film 
canisters, metal spheres. 
Installation view, Kunsthaus 
Zürich. Photo: Jenny Ekholm.
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absent from her practice. Although Barba activates 
our current nostalgia for old media, she seems acutely 
aware of the irony inherent within it. Vinyl, printed 
books, and film began life as products of industry, 
after all—soulless technological copies, perched on 
the bleeding edge of innovation. It is only now, when 
the digital has become allied with speed, circulation, 
and reproduction, that artifacts of the mechanical era 
are left to bask in the glow of that quality they once 
menaced: authenticity. The recasting of film as arti-
sanal thus risks eliding its historical position within a 
broad spectrum of modern industrial production 
where it constituted but one of a myriad of technolo-
gies for the transformation of the natural world. Barba 
turns to the medium precisely as part of a larger exca-
vation of twentieth-century encounters between 
nature and technology—an undertaking she also pur-
sues at the level of content, through images of blighted 
land and toxic waste. In the many works she has pro-
duced over the past decade, film is nothing quaint or 
fragile. It is a sturdy survivor of one machine age that 
we encounter from deep within another. 

ONCE USED to build locomotives and airplanes, the 
vast halls of Milan’s Pirelli HangarBicocca recall the 
activity of urban factory production, long since 
departed. On the occasion of Barba’s exhibition 

“From Source to Poem to Rhythm to Reader,” on 
view through October and comprising fourteen works 
made between 2009 and 2017, this immense dark-
ened space hosts a clattering parliament of film pro-
jectors. Some are put to idiosyncratic, reflexive use, as 
in Boundaries of Consumption, 2012, a work consist-
ing of a 16-mm projector on the floor, playing a loop 
of leader that runs through a stack of film canisters 
and around a reel mounted on the wall. As the film 
strip moves under the topmost canister, the drum con-
tinuously tips back and forth, resulting in the aleatory 
movement of two metal balls that sit on its surface—
the work deploys the physical movement of film itself 
to produce a visible contingency that would have no 
place in the automated Digital Cinema Packages that 
have taken over commercial film exhibition.  

Such works position Barba as a contemporary heir 
to the expanded-cinema practices of the 1970s, which 
similarly sought to examine the sculptural materiality 
of the filmic machine. Rejecting the spectator’s 
absorption in the immaterial spectacle of a fictional 
world on-screen, figures such as Anthony McCall and 
Guy Sherwin turned to an interrogation of the actual-
ity of the projected image in space. Like them, Barba 
anatomizes the apparatus, reconstituting it in an array 
of sculptural forms: She places motorized film loops 
in light boxes (Coupez ici [Cut Here], 2012), modifies 

a typewriter to deboss letters directly onto celluloid 
(Spacelength Thought, 2012), and creates rhythmic 
multiprojection installations of flashing light and 
color (Hear, There, Where the Echoes Are, 2016). 
Even projectors used to display films in a relatively 
conventional manner retain a strong physical empha-
sis. Rather than being hidden away in a booth, they 
are on view as grand, imposing objects that rival the 
image in the fascination they inspire. Immense 
35-mm projectors fitted with loopers stand promi-
nently, supporting platters on which the entirety of a 
film lies tightly spooled, awaiting its passage through 
the gate. 

While Barba’s expanded-cinema progenitors fore-
grounded the apparatus as part of a critique of illu-
sionism, which they aligned with both a political 
imperative to nullify the ideological power of narra-
tive cinema and a modernist drive to lay bare the 
material support of their medium, she is invested nei-
ther in dismantling dominant cinema nor in purging 
illusionism. Many of her films, such as Enigmatic 
Whisper (2017), a 16-mm portrait of the Connecticut 
studio that once belonged to Alexander Calder, oper-
ate within a quasi-documentary idiom reliant on the 
naturalistic presentation of representational images. 
And as much as Barba manifests a clear investment in 
filmic materiality, she never relinquishes a notion of 

Left: Rosa Barba, Coupez ici (Cut 
Here), 2012, 35-mm film, light box, 
motor, 281⁄2 × 321⁄4 × 51⁄8".

Opposite page: Two views of “Rosa 
Barba: From Source to Poem to 
Rhythm to Reader,” 2017, Pirelli 
HangarBicocca, Milan. Top, from 
left: From Source to Poem, 2016; 
Here, There, Where the Echoes Are, 
2016. Bottom: Here, There, Where 
the Echoes Are, 2016. Photos: 
Agostino Osio.

In Barba’s work, obsolescence is never far out of the frame.
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absent from her practice. Although Barba activates 
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sanal thus risks eliding its historical position within a 
broad spectrum of modern industrial production 
where it constituted but one of a myriad of technolo-
gies for the transformation of the natural world. Barba 
turns to the medium precisely as part of a larger exca-
vation of twentieth-century encounters between 
nature and technology—an undertaking she also pur-
sues at the level of content, through images of blighted 
land and toxic waste. In the many works she has pro-
duced over the past decade, film is nothing quaint or 
fragile. It is a sturdy survivor of one machine age that 
we encounter from deep within another. 
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nently, supporting platters on which the entirety of a 
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While Barba’s expanded-cinema progenitors fore-
grounded the apparatus as part of a critique of illu-
sionism, which they aligned with both a political 
imperative to nullify the ideological power of narra-
tive cinema and a modernist drive to lay bare the 
material support of their medium, she is invested nei-
ther in dismantling dominant cinema nor in purging 
illusionism. Many of her films, such as Enigmatic 
Whisper (2017), a 16-mm portrait of the Connecticut 
studio that once belonged to Alexander Calder, oper-
ate within a quasi-documentary idiom reliant on the 
naturalistic presentation of representational images. 
And as much as Barba manifests a clear investment in 
filmic materiality, she never relinquishes a notion of 
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offer a compendium of man-made scars on the earth’s 
surface. They undertake a filmic writing of what 
Adorno calls natural history—a concept that posits 
nature and history not as antithetical, but as deeply 
and dialectically intertwined fragments within the 
“charnel house” of modernity, itself an epoch marked 
by a paradoxical marriage of productivity and col-
lapse. In extreme long shots, Barba presents military 
installations, fields of solar panels, and reservoirs for 
contaminated soil: so much material evidence of tech-
nological intervention in the name of progress, rooted 
in the same historical formation that gave birth to 
the cinema.

Somnium examines Maasvlakte 2, a land-reclama-
tion project in the Netherlands, while Subconscious 
Society spans several dilapidated sites in England, 
including a ruined roller coaster and the Maunsell 
Forts, built during World War II in the Thames and 
Mersey estuaries. Bending to Earth, which debuted as 
part of the 2015 Venice Biennale, turns to the alluring 
geometry of buried capsules of radioactive waste, 
monuments that commemorate a poisoning destined 
to outlive us all. Here, the forward march of progress 
is shown to be inextricable from a spectacle of envi-
ronmental destruction. These are films that ask what 
will be kept and what will be lost as the catastrophe 
of modernity pushes ever onward. 

If Barba has a cinematographic signature here, it is 
her insistent marshalling of aerial perspective. To call 
this a bird’s-eye view would be to too quickly align it 
with a naturalism, and in so doing disavow its pro-
found ties to combat and conquest. As Paul Virilio has 
noted, at the turn of the twentieth century film and 
aviation joined together in what he calls “dromos-
copy,” a technologized form of vision distinctly 
aligned with both speed and destruction. Barba’s fre-
quent use of helicopter shots offers a panoramic per-
spective on the industrial structures she documents, 
flattening three-dimensional space and effecting a 
defamiliarization that drains detail from the picture. 
These macroscopic views present the earth not as 
habitat, but as picture or object. In our present moment 
of ecological devastation, drone warfare, and satellite 
surveillance, Barba reminds us that the history of new 
media and new ways of seeing is also a history of new 
forms of domination.  

If this recognition of the entanglement of progress 
and barbarism sounds like an echo of Walter Benjamin, 
that is because the philosopher is one of Barba’s key 
points of reference. He is quoted directly in Bending 
to Earth and Subconscious Society. The former cites 
Benjamin’s work on mechanical reproduction, while 
the latter invokes the figure of the ragpicker, whom 
Benjamin understood as a metaphor for Baudelaire’s 
poetic method, a way of coaxing new meanings out 
of the refuse of industrial modernity. 

We might extend this Benjaminian reading of the 
ragpicker to Barba’s approach both to the material of 
film and to the industrial topographies that populate 
her works. Celluloid itself is scavenged from the scrap 
heap, becoming available for new uses, open to new 
meanings—a reflection on the hollow promise of tech-
nological novelty foremost among them. At the same 
time, through mechanical reproduction, Barba situ-
ates selected landscapes within a larger consideration 
of the ways in which the natural becomes artificial 
and the artificial natural. In a sense, her works evoke 
the legacy of Land art, but in place of its concern with 
heroic acts of production, she fastens on reproduction 
and redeployment. Why should she make vast cuts, 
orchestrate graphic patterns, or stage entropic ruin-
ation, when all are available as readymades to be 
found and captured by her camera? 

The ragpicker’s redemptive gleaning is also a pro-
foundly temporal operation. It constitutes a defeat of 
the linear notion of technological progress, with its 
capitalist rhythms of novelty and obsolescence, in 
favor of a condensation of nonsynchronous tempo-
ralities in which new and old, past and future, com-
mingle. In this jumble of time, Barba’s view from 
above resonates often as a view from the future; this 
impression is compounded by the artist’s predilection 
for soundtracks combining white noise, snippets of 
dialogue, and electronic music. Just as the aerial view 
effects a visual defamiliarization of the lived environ-
ment, this science-fiction ambience unsettles a view of 
the present. Somnium is named for Johannes Kepler’s 
seventeenth-century novel, a science-fiction narrative 
about a trip to the moon that includes a detailed 
description of the world seen from space, excerpts from 
which are read on the soundtrack. In Subconscious 
Society, a narrator recounts, via voice-over, “Following 
the object crisis of the late twentieth century, the land 
has been abandoned. A small group of explorers 
returns to a climatically mutated and unrecognizable 
continent.” Do we exist after this crisis or does it yet 
await us? Barba revels in this undecidability, a state Ben 
Lerner so aptly describes in one of his poems: “Seen 
from above, exposition, climax, and denouement all 
take place at once.” Here, actually existing landscapes 
resonate as postapocalyptic remnants of a destroyed 
civilization, as photography’s declaration that this has 
been meets the speculative power of fiction. 

WHAT WILL SURVIVE the storm of progress? Digitization 
may have quickly pushed photochemical film into mass-
cultural obsolescence, but as a preservation medium 
its stability remains unparalleled. Archivists fear the 
unreliability of electronic formats will lead us into a 
digital dark age, but film will last. Perhaps we will, 
too, if we can find ways to cooperate and live together. 
In Disseminate and Hold (2016), The Empirical Effect 

the medium as archive. If conventional cinema aims for 
absorption and expanded cinema aims for estrange-
ment, Barba rejects both, staging a confrontation 
between these two ways of approaching the film expe-
rience: She couples a phenomenological encounter 
with the apparatus and a commitment to film as a 
technology of the virtual, one able to serve as a portal 
to other places and other times. 

Why, then, this attention to the work of machines, 
if not as negation? Certainly, the romance of old 
media is there. The mechanism of film projection is 
discernible through observation in a manner impos-
sible with the mysterious black boxes of electronic 
media, and Barba’s interventions make it only more 
so. She emphasizes the thingness of film, its tactility— 
a quality that has to some extent been retroactively 
produced by the advent of digital technologies. She 
does not, however, suggest that this distinction 
between film and digital maps onto a parallel opposi-
tion between the artisanal and the industrial. Rather, 
her sculptural explorations of filmic materiality serve 
to foreground cinema as a machine of the mechanical 

age—a time when factories, trains, pocket watches, 
and amusement parks forever transformed work, 
leisure, and the environment; a time when an intensity 
of historical consciousness emerged precisely as the 
solidity of tradition began to crumble.

These concerns are foregrounded in the consis-
tent iconography that emerges across Barba’s practice. 
The subject of  Enigmatic Whisper is in fact a slightly 
unusual one for the artist; more common are land-
scapes bearing lasting evidence of industrial or mili-
tary intervention, sometimes in states of ruin, and 
sites devoted to the institutional storage of cultural 
materials. (Arguably, Calder’s studio is a loose fit with 
the last.) Barba’s films tend to be concerned with pro-
cesses of inscription and endurance, acts that link 
them not only to the indexicality of film but to the 
handwriting that appears so often across the artist’s 
practice. Survival is a concept understood here in all 
its ambivalence, encompassing the inheritance of pol-
lution and patrimony alike. 

Films such as Somnium (2011), Subconscious 
Society, a Feature (2014), and Bending to Earth (2015) 

Above: Rosa Barba, Enigmatic 
Whisper, 2017, 16 mm, color, 
sound, 7 minutes 59 seconds.

Opposite page, top: Rosa Barba, 
Somnium, 2011, 16 mm transferred 
to digital video, color, sound,  
19 minutes 20 seconds.

Opposite page, center: Rosa Barba, 
Subconscious Society, a Feature, 
2014, 35 mm, color, sound,  
40 minutes.

Opposite page, bottom: Rosa Barba, 
Bending to Earth, 2015, 35 mm, 
color, sound, 15 minutes.
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offer a compendium of man-made scars on the earth’s 
surface. They undertake a filmic writing of what 
Adorno calls natural history—a concept that posits 
nature and history not as antithetical, but as deeply 
and dialectically intertwined fragments within the 
“charnel house” of modernity, itself an epoch marked 
by a paradoxical marriage of productivity and col-
lapse. In extreme long shots, Barba presents military 
installations, fields of solar panels, and reservoirs for 
contaminated soil: so much material evidence of tech-
nological intervention in the name of progress, rooted 
in the same historical formation that gave birth to 
the cinema.
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including a ruined roller coaster and the Maunsell 
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part of the 2015 Venice Biennale, turns to the alluring 
geometry of buried capsules of radioactive waste, 
monuments that commemorate a poisoning destined 
to outlive us all. Here, the forward march of progress 
is shown to be inextricable from a spectacle of envi-
ronmental destruction. These are films that ask what 
will be kept and what will be lost as the catastrophe 
of modernity pushes ever onward. 

If Barba has a cinematographic signature here, it is 
her insistent marshalling of aerial perspective. To call 
this a bird’s-eye view would be to too quickly align it 
with a naturalism, and in so doing disavow its pro-
found ties to combat and conquest. As Paul Virilio has 
noted, at the turn of the twentieth century film and 
aviation joined together in what he calls “dromos-
copy,” a technologized form of vision distinctly 
aligned with both speed and destruction. Barba’s fre-
quent use of helicopter shots offers a panoramic per-
spective on the industrial structures she documents, 
flattening three-dimensional space and effecting a 
defamiliarization that drains detail from the picture. 
These macroscopic views present the earth not as 
habitat, but as picture or object. In our present moment 
of ecological devastation, drone warfare, and satellite 
surveillance, Barba reminds us that the history of new 
media and new ways of seeing is also a history of new 
forms of domination.  

If this recognition of the entanglement of progress 
and barbarism sounds like an echo of Walter Benjamin, 
that is because the philosopher is one of Barba’s key 
points of reference. He is quoted directly in Bending 
to Earth and Subconscious Society. The former cites 
Benjamin’s work on mechanical reproduction, while 
the latter invokes the figure of the ragpicker, whom 
Benjamin understood as a metaphor for Baudelaire’s 
poetic method, a way of coaxing new meanings out 
of the refuse of industrial modernity. 

We might extend this Benjaminian reading of the 
ragpicker to Barba’s approach both to the material of 
film and to the industrial topographies that populate 
her works. Celluloid itself is scavenged from the scrap 
heap, becoming available for new uses, open to new 
meanings—a reflection on the hollow promise of tech-
nological novelty foremost among them. At the same 
time, through mechanical reproduction, Barba situ-
ates selected landscapes within a larger consideration 
of the ways in which the natural becomes artificial 
and the artificial natural. In a sense, her works evoke 
the legacy of Land art, but in place of its concern with 
heroic acts of production, she fastens on reproduction 
and redeployment. Why should she make vast cuts, 
orchestrate graphic patterns, or stage entropic ruin-
ation, when all are available as readymades to be 
found and captured by her camera? 

The ragpicker’s redemptive gleaning is also a pro-
foundly temporal operation. It constitutes a defeat of 
the linear notion of technological progress, with its 
capitalist rhythms of novelty and obsolescence, in 
favor of a condensation of nonsynchronous tempo-
ralities in which new and old, past and future, com-
mingle. In this jumble of time, Barba’s view from 
above resonates often as a view from the future; this 
impression is compounded by the artist’s predilection 
for soundtracks combining white noise, snippets of 
dialogue, and electronic music. Just as the aerial view 
effects a visual defamiliarization of the lived environ-
ment, this science-fiction ambience unsettles a view of 
the present. Somnium is named for Johannes Kepler’s 
seventeenth-century novel, a science-fiction narrative 
about a trip to the moon that includes a detailed 
description of the world seen from space, excerpts from 
which are read on the soundtrack. In Subconscious 
Society, a narrator recounts, via voice-over, “Following 
the object crisis of the late twentieth century, the land 
has been abandoned. A small group of explorers 
returns to a climatically mutated and unrecognizable 
continent.” Do we exist after this crisis or does it yet 
await us? Barba revels in this undecidability, a state Ben 
Lerner so aptly describes in one of his poems: “Seen 
from above, exposition, climax, and denouement all 
take place at once.” Here, actually existing landscapes 
resonate as postapocalyptic remnants of a destroyed 
civilization, as photography’s declaration that this has 
been meets the speculative power of fiction. 

WHAT WILL SURVIVE the storm of progress? Digitization 
may have quickly pushed photochemical film into mass-
cultural obsolescence, but as a preservation medium 
its stability remains unparalleled. Archivists fear the 
unreliability of electronic formats will lead us into a 
digital dark age, but film will last. Perhaps we will, 
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the medium as archive. If conventional cinema aims for 
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ment, Barba rejects both, staging a confrontation 
between these two ways of approaching the film expe-
rience: She couples a phenomenological encounter 
with the apparatus and a commitment to film as a 
technology of the virtual, one able to serve as a portal 
to other places and other times. 
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does not, however, suggest that this distinction 
between film and digital maps onto a parallel opposi-
tion between the artisanal and the industrial. Rather, 
her sculptural explorations of filmic materiality serve 
to foreground cinema as a machine of the mechanical 

age—a time when factories, trains, pocket watches, 
and amusement parks forever transformed work, 
leisure, and the environment; a time when an intensity 
of historical consciousness emerged precisely as the 
solidity of tradition began to crumble.

These concerns are foregrounded in the consis-
tent iconography that emerges across Barba’s practice. 
The subject of  Enigmatic Whisper is in fact a slightly 
unusual one for the artist; more common are land-
scapes bearing lasting evidence of industrial or mili-
tary intervention, sometimes in states of ruin, and 
sites devoted to the institutional storage of cultural 
materials. (Arguably, Calder’s studio is a loose fit with 
the last.) Barba’s films tend to be concerned with pro-
cesses of inscription and endurance, acts that link 
them not only to the indexicality of film but to the 
handwriting that appears so often across the artist’s 
practice. Survival is a concept understood here in all 
its ambivalence, encompassing the inheritance of pol-
lution and patrimony alike. 
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Above: Rosa Barba, Enigmatic 
Whisper, 2017, 16 mm, color, 
sound, 7 minutes 59 seconds.

Opposite page, top: Rosa Barba, 
Somnium, 2011, 16 mm transferred 
to digital video, color, sound,  
19 minutes 20 seconds.

Opposite page, center: Rosa Barba, 
Subconscious Society, a Feature, 
2014, 35 mm, color, sound,  
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Opposite page, bottom: Rosa Barba, 
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(2009), and sections of Subconscious Society shot  
in Manchester’s Albert Hall, Barba finds scenes of col-
lectivity, inhabitation, and adaptation. On the elevated 
highway Minhocão in São Paulo, in preparations for 
evacuation in the event of another eruption of Mount 
Vesuvius, or in the dilapidated grandiosity of postin-
dustrial England, people look for ways to live within 
and beyond the specter of ruination. Here, in these 
collected memories of inhabited place, Barba’s practice 
comes closest to evoking something like hope.

A series of works exploring sites devoted to the 
storage of art and media is less optimistic. Haunted 
by the prospect of species extinction, these films find 
persistence not in humans but in things. In the trilogy 
The Hidden Conference (2010–15), Barba ventures 
inside the vaults of four institutions—the Museo 
Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía in Madrid, the 
Neue Nationalgalerie in Berlin, the Musei Capitolini 
in Rome, and the Tate Galleries in London—while in 

From Source to Poem (2016), she enters the National 
Audio-Visual Conservation Center at the Library of 
Congress in Culpeper, Virginia, the world’s largest 
multimedia archive. These films convene assemblies 
of objects that survive, forming a thick weave of time 
by condensing the material of human activity from 
diverse periods and locations. Whereas the vanitas 
tradition gestures to the transience of all things, these 
are structures of a frozen perpetuity. Almost no people 
appear, and fittingly so, for the temporality at stake is 
a slow chronological grind that abides by an inhuman 
scale of measure, invoking processes of accumulation 
and storage larger than any individual. 

Of course, such denials of finitude are inevitably 
its affirmation; what occurs beyond the walls of these 
repositories will surely partake of an altogether dif-
ferent economy, a fact signaled by the bleak exterior 
landscapes included in From Source to Poem. In the 
Tate archives, the suffering meat of a Francis Bacon 
figure recalls of the frailty of the flesh amid the impas-
sivity of history. The Audio-Visual Conservation 
Center, meanwhile, appears as an abandoned bunker. 
Barba films a copy of the Voyager Golden Record, 
sent into space in 1977, destined for unknown, pos-
sibly extraterrestrial, recipients. Under her gaze, it is 
a cipher for all the materials of the archive: There is 
no one present to listen to the “sounds of earth,” 
which await future listeners who may never appear. 

When Barba’s sculptural manipulations of analog 
materiality are considered alongside these images of 
poisoned land and museum vaults, seen as if from a 
science-fiction future, it becomes clear that the artist’s 
engagement with film stems neither from the debunker’s 
desire to puncture its pleasurable spell nor, entirely at 
least, from the fetishist’s sentimental attachment to an 
imperiled medium. Film figures, rather, as an eruption 
of nonlinear time that combines the seriality and auto-
mation of mass production with the ability to register 
traces of the world through a relation of touch. 
Belonging neither to the realm of artisanal craft nor 
to digital hegemony, it occupies an impure, intermedi-
ate position in the history of industrial modernity. It 
is a magisterial medium of endurance, one that pro-
vides a way into a much larger constellation of earth, 
human, and machine. Rising waters, dying bees, 
archives designed to withstand a nuclear bomb, and 
radioactive waste that will last thousands of years: 
These are phenomena that speak of a darkening 
future for our warming planet. There were no good 
old days, this work reminds us, so it is best not to cling 
to any nostalgia for the past. Better to join Barba in 
reading the surviving traces of history as a warning 
for the future. 
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Above: Rosa Barba, The Hidden Conference: About the Discontinuous 
History of Things We See and Don’t See, 2010, 35 mm, color, sound,  
13 minutes 40 seconds. From the trilogy The Hidden Conference, 2010–15.

These are films that ask what will  
be kept and what will be lost as the  
catastrophe of modernity pushes  
ever onward. 
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Opposite page, right: Rosa Barba, 
The Empirical Effect, 2009, 16 mm 
transferred to digital video, color, 
sound, 20 minutes.

Right: Rosa Barba, Disseminate 
and Hold, 2016, 16 mm transferred 
to digital video, color, sound,  
21 minutes 13 seconds.

Below: Rosa Barba, From Source to 
Poem, 2016, 35 mm, color, sound, 
12 minutes.
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